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10. this is a profound and urgent task, which the world conference on human fraternity and god's love calls upon the church to offer us and all of humanity. we are called to be a
church and a society of communion in which people are no longer judged by their differences, but see themselves as brothers and sisters, drawn together by their love for god
who is truth. we are called to live in an atmosphere in which differences are not perceived as a gulf between one another, but as a great good, an opportunity to raise people to
god, that is, to sons and daughters of god. 151. forgiveness is a choice, and it is the ground for personal growth and freedom from self-concern. now, forgive anyone. you have a
right to do so. it is possible, if the person has hurt you to a lesser degree than others you have hurt. this is a very easy thing to do, and the person will be happy to hear of it. it
makes you look like a good person, because that person can see that you have forgiven and are not angry, and that is the sign of a good person. all true forgiveness involves

the highest form of freedom, inner freedom. 152. to be comfortable means to be at home. it means to have a place where you can be yourself, let loose, and feel free. you need
a free place in your life, where you can be yourself. your real self. your true self. where no rules or judgments bother you, and no expectations expect anything from you. you
have this freedom in a social setting if you have friends. otherwise you will find it at home. it is the highest form of freedom. 153. there is a lovingness in forgiveness. it is the
freedom to give, the freedom to love. if you have had a bad experience or bad judgment of another, that does not negate the fact that they exist, that you can love them, and

that you have a right to do so. they exist in their own right, even if they have hurt you. it is also in your interest to forgive, because then you look like a good person. if it is
them, then you look like a person who has made progress toward being a good person. thus, there is a freedom in forgiveness.
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the girls' guide to life: births, breaks, etc. by taylor maguirehistorical / special needsmy cousin samantha has charcot-marie-tooth disease, a genetic disorder that causes
muscles to waste away, causing death by secondary respiratory failure. she also has cerebral palsy and can neither speak nor walk. she was born with both feet in the wrong
place. but what happens after her birth can destroy the essence of your life. imagine leaving school and learning that you will never be able to be with friends, be with family,
feel normal or healthy, or be with your partner. you and her have been forced to grow up in a way you never expected, and it can mess you up pretty badly. luckily, samantha
will have a great life and all will get better. if you have a cousin who needs a way to survive, this is the book for you to give. pre-order now! (added to my physical disabilities

book list.) the super hero by angie lockhartin 1918 india, siddhartha, a young brahmin, receives a quest from his grandmother to seek the visions of enlightenment in the
northern city of shravasti. siddhartha discovers that he possesses three magical powers that enable him to perform impossible feats. however, he must also find a proper

partner, as the journey entails risks and strife. siddhartha discovers that gautam, the son of an impoverished goldsmith, has powers equal to his own, so he chooses gautam as
his guide to the next step of the journey. beru by lionel gocalen paranormal / witchcraft this fast paced and action packed novel brings together two genres that have rarely
been combined: the modern urban fantasy and the urban fantasy with a vengeful and all powerful witch. a team of young wizards go to search for the dangerous witch beru

who decimated their village in a battle for supremacy. only one of their number, jumay, manages to stay alive. he discovers that beru has escaped into the city where the young
wizards plan to track her down and bring her to justice. unfortunately for them, things don't go to plan and they end up trapped in the city with the inimical witch.. 5ec8ef588b
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